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Visit our websites at www.iswface.org and www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com to find many more examples of the lies and myths about prostitution- perpetrated by 
prostitution prohibitionists including radical feminists, religious conservatives and legislators... and the consequences for prostitutes when society accepts those lies
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The so called “Swedish” model is a political scheme wherein the prostitute is no
longer a criminal, but the clients are criminalized, prosecuted and  punished.
This does nothing to make the work safer, and cops can still use the law to

threaten to arrest the sex worker’s clients if the sex worker does not provide him
with a blow job, cash or information. It also makes it more difficult  for a 

sex worker to negotiate with a client who is fearful that he may be arrested... 
IT WILL DO NOTHING TO ‘END THE DEMAND”

AND IT WILL NOT ‘ERADICATE’ PROSTITUTION
It will just make the work more dangerous and harm those whom these

abolitionists claim they want to help...

ISWFACE  Presents:

The “Swedish Model”
The “Swedish Model”

In the US, from 1991 to 2012, there were5,666,556 REPORTED violent rapes andsexual assaults, but the police managed toarrest a mere 10.9% or 617,336 allegedrapists... leaving  5,049,220 victimswithout justice...

The 2012 Criminal Victimization Report says that there were

346,830 reported violent rapes and sexual assaults- an increase of

over 102,000 from 2011-  yet the cops arrested only 4.5% of the

alleged rapists-or 15,591 arrests... 

The same report says that there were 411,080 serious incidents of

domestic violence that year, but it is unknown how many arrests

were made or if any of the perpetrators were punished...

The U.S. Government says that there are over 

12 MILLION incidents of intimate partner violence and 1 MILLION
intimate partner RAPES every year... they do not provide statistics on the

outcome of these incidents...

Sex Workers and

All criminal arrest and reported rape and domestic abuse statistics on this page are
from the FBI Bureau of Justice Statistics/ Criminal Victimization Reports

Prisons and jails are overcrowded and judges are  Prisons and jails are overcrowded and judges are  
mandating the early release of inmates (some violent) ...mandating the early release of inmates (some violent) ...
rape is rampant in prisons and jails-  much of it is at therape is rampant in prisons and jails-  much of it is at the

hands of the staff- and very few rapist guards hands of the staff- and very few rapist guards 
are punished... are punished... 

In 2013, the World Health Organizationreported  that one out of three womenworldwide is or will be the victim ofviolence- primarily at the hands of theirhusbands or boyfriends...

Cops who rape, extort, solicit or even PIMP prostitutes  are seldom

even FIRED,  much less PUNISHED... and prosecutors are reluctant to prosecute cops who rape sex workers

because they claim it is ‘consensual’- even as they claim that prostitutes cannot consent to engaging in prostitution because “prostitution is like rape”

Yet prostitution abolitionists propose that we
adopt the ‘Swedish Model”  because they

think is it appropriate to squander scarce and
valuable resources  to pursue, apprehend,
prosecute and punish  our non violent,

non abusive clients, employers and 
associates against whom no criminal

complaint has been filed...
RATHER than pursue those predators whose

victims ASKED FOR HELP!!!

Are  abolitionists  TOTALLY  INSANE?  Or  just  SERIOUSLY  STUPID?Are  abolitionists  TOTALLY  INSANE?  Or  just  SERIOUSLY  STUPID?




